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Summary:
Despite the importance of the marine environment, as a source of food, natural resources, a means of transportation, and a place for the disposal of waste and unwanted materials, it still suffers from some threats that pose a danger to it. Among the main threats that cause damage to the marine environment are threats resulting from the effects of climate change and ocean acidification. As the marine environment is affected by the harmful effects of climate change resulting from the existence of a close correlation between climate change and the phenomenon of ocean acidification, and countries cannot comply, the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (1992) and the 2015 Paris Agreement should be read in light of the broader commitments contained in the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, and one step is to introduce an explicit requirement in the reporting procedures under the Paris Agreement for States to explain the steps they have taken to address ocean acidification.
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INTRODUCTION:
The state of change of phenomena that begin in the state of the surrounding environment, this international environmental climate policy, international marine environment, marine environment, marine environment these effects and then we will provide general information on the international legal regime that has been developed to address climate change, represented by the United Nations Convention on Climate Change (United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 1982), (United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 1982), (United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea), United Nations Climate Change Convention 1992), and the role of the United Nations Convention on the Caribbean Sea.

The first requirement
Effects of climate change on the marine environment
Tourism in the oceans, oceans, oceans, ocean degradation, ocean degradation, ocean degradation, And oceanography, impacts are exposing food security, from their impact on plants.

1) Known Ocean acidification is a decrease in ocean pH caused by the capture of carbon dioxide (CO2) from the atmosphere.
2) The marine environment represents: "the area Salty water on the Internet with each other in free, natural contact, and its bottom and soil with what it contains of animal and plant organisms and natural resources that constitute in their entirety the elements of life like a network full of disease", see: Ahmed Mahmoud El-Gamal, Protection of the Marine Environment from Pollution, in the Light of the National Administration and the Missing, Except for Afforestation and International Evidence, Manshaat al-Maaref, Egypt, 1998, p. 22.

The phenomenon of global warming The phenomenon of global warming (the phenomenon of global warming) or the phenomenon of the greenhouse (greenhouse), as a rise in the earth's temperature, in the century or the phenomenon of global warming (the phenomenon of global warming) when the sun's heat is imprisoned or retained in the earth's atmosphere after entering it, which raises the
and organisms needed for human livelihood. Countries have the right to achieve poverty and sustainable development. Reports indicate that marine species are appearing in space due to global warming, and over the course of the general forty years, the Arctic is an ice area about six times the size of Germany, will lose more than (99%) of coral as the temperature rises by two degrees Celsius, mean sea level will continue to rise to about (3) meters of public width (2050) and (2 meters) by (2100) in greenhouse gas needs, leading to the risk of human displacement to (340) million people by (2050), and (630) million people by the year (2100).

The climate change caused by the change in events caused by the phenomenon of global warming, is caused primarily by the burning of fossil, this climate causes in the atmosphere, changes causing in climate change climate change changes climate change changes climate change changes climate change changes climate change changes climate change. Climate change also has an impact on fisheries, biodiversity, and ocean acidification, which will be described in the following sections:

Section I.
Impacts of climate change on fisheries

The problem of fisheries in the world is facing risks due to climate change, these changes are simplified on fish stocks, aquaculture by (50%) in the form of protein source, and show major risks to inland fisheries found (90%) of them in Africa, study of the FAO (FAW), New Food Technology, income and livelihood, the FAO study entitled Change and its possible effects on Fish and Aquaculture, includes contributions from marine experts including the World Fish Center (Worldfish), the Global Statistical Systems Dynamics Authority (GLOBEC), and NACA (NACA's fisheries organization) (able to see more around the world).


About 90% of the heat produced by the oceans, and now this warming has serious consequences for marine ecosystems, where they hatch and stockpile marine activities for marine activities.
Metabolism of aquatic organisms, Mediterranean basin, average temperatures. Ocean, ocean, ocean, fish are affected in the ocean, and have been affected by fishing or bleaching behavior. Fishing or causing the movement of fish from areas where spatial restrictions are imposed or across maritime boundaries in different shares.

Section II.
Impacts of climate change on marine biodiversity
The effects of climate change on biodiversity and biodiversity (biodiversity) are shown to be at high risk for a long time; Due to climate change, rising temperature, ocean acidification, the increasing frequency of storms, the world sea level, and while this participation in marine nature is an essential habitat for the life of about a quarter of all marine species, it represents the same time in obtaining high-precision products. Sex in the environment for pollution, marine pollution. Stress-inducing factors take into account the factors affecting corals, and take into account approximately one-third of large coral species. Men: Men of science, politics and law. Climate change has been described as a problem. The purpose of protecting coral reefs worldwide is to build on integrated strategic planning based on sustainable development, the area-based planning mission, which is the challenge posed by Agenda 21, the GoI Event Plan, and relevant General Assembly resolutions.

Section III.
Effects of climate change on ocean acidification
Another effect of carbon recovery is from economic activities, then carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, and some of the carbon dioxide gas is absorbed into the water column, leading to an increase in the acidity of the water, leading to a decrease in the mean level (pH). Instructions to the ocean may absorb about (30%) of the carbon dioxide emitted by human activities. The table seems to warn that the twenty-first day, and is set to diligently enjoy the end of this century, making the water in the oceans acidic, which is beyond the scope of any other time in modern geological history. Which means that in hot weather calcified organisms that enable us to build natural spaces, begin to melt, along with some skin crustaceans and mollusks, organisms mainly affected in the process, the intensity of ocean acidification of primary atmospheres varies in subjects, The oceans under the North Pole, the Northwest Arctic, have turned into hot spots for ocean acidification.

Sixth session and Secretary-General of the United Nations, item 17 (1) of the preliminary list, Oceans (dated (April 11, 2011), p. 60
(2) see website (https://Reefresilience.Org/Ar/Coral-Reef-Ecology/) Date of visit (2/2/2023).
(3) See: Report of the Secretary-General, the sixty-sixth session of the General Assembly, item 17 (1) of the preliminary list, Oceans, Oceans, op. Source, p. 61.
(4) See: Report of the Secretary-General, the sixty-sixth session of the General Assembly, item 17 (a) from the preliminary list, oceans related to the seas, oceans numbered (Amee / Ti / Add1), dated: (11 / April / 2011), p. 106.
(6) The sixty-sixth session of the United Nations General Assembly, Item 17 (1) of the first report, previous source, p. 106.
(9) Father Cooley and JT Mattis, Addressing ocean acidification as part of sustainable oceans development, In A Chircop Et Al (Eds), Ocean Yearbook Vol: 27, Brill, 2013, p. 33.
Going back to the long term, you expect to see an alternative source of food, in the long run, expect a long continuation. Increased vulnerability to diseases. Some examples show what is in the previous example, but in the illustration of what is in the previous example, you can get more information about this topic, but you can get more information about the impact on the ecosystem on all food parameters (Freestone) according to his findings. Conclusively considering consideration of (ocean acidification, without considering the influencing factors of climate change, is a fundamental reason for... carbon dioxide). This requires international marine oceans to address this phenomenon and mitigate its effects, thus contributing to the sustainable development of the marine environment.

Second demand

The relationship between the international climate change regime and the marine oceans

The legal regime for climate change b) the United Nations Convention on the Marine Environment, since, in the case of climate change, climate change is needed on the marine environment. Oceans, oceans, oceans, oceans, the oceans, the Indian Ocean From 1997 to the Paris Agreement, votes were taken regarding the proliferation of carbon dioxide gases, which have a stronger warming effect than carbon dioxide. Focus on reducing carbon dioxide; It can be seen in other gases. This has been responsible for carbon dioxide, in the only way to treat ocean acidification and reduce carbon dioxide, and to address this situation, some commentators have identified

---

(1) Kl Rickie et al, Risks to coral reefs from changes in ocean carbonate chemistry in Modern Earth System Model Projections, Environmental Research Letters, Vol: 8, 2013, p. 34.
(3) Jt Mathis Et Al, Op Cit, P, 20.
They can continue to contact each other, which made them complete contact each other. (2005) 4 Instructions to give more imports to Annex I countries to reduce greenhouse gases because it has had an impact on the climate change system from a regime (undertaking and review) to a system based on binding timetables), see:
(6) The Paris Agreement was adopted on (12 / January / 2015), and this opens an international trend for climate change, and Iraq has turned to this in 2017, Law No. (31) for the year 2020 published in the Iraqi Gazette, issue (4618) / 2/2021.

Outer space seems to interfere in the oceans and attach to them\(^1\) to each other.

That’s the Paris Agreement of 2015 to the Pacific please, please, Iranian climate or action action on action on aviation actions, in front of the oceans and its implications for achieving this consensus, and then it is crucial to conduct further studies, as recognized by the international community. \(^4\)

This guide refers to the training manual, the command refers to doing this guide, where the lack of a trade guide is used. public relations\(^5\)

It is worth noting that the Declaration (for the Oceans) signed by twenty-two countries at the Conference of the Parties (COP22) the previous process was conducted to further studies, and led to the negotiation of an ocean action, by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, on the relationship to oceans and climate. The Oceans Action Plan was developed by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. \(^6\)

Marine oceans, marine oceans, climate oceans, marine oceans, relentless international efforts to address this gap, enhance natural resources in the Pacific, Pacific, Pacific, ecological, ecological, environmental, environmental, environmental, To contribute to the promotion of sustainable development goals and objectives in the marine environment.

### Third demand

**The role of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea in addressing ocean change and acidification**

Neighboring countries, the portfolio of member states of the Gulf states in the last century, have been dissolved\(^7\) as a result of humanity’s addiction to fossil fuels; For this reason, it cannot be explained in ocean climate, climate, climate, marine environment, ocean pollution as independent marine pollution by the following data:

There must be a need for the Convention on the Affairs of the Sea to play its role in the United Nations Convention on the Equality of the Sea. Climate change and ocean acidification on the marine environment; If solutions cannot be found through this organization\(^8\).

Ocean islands, oceans, oceans, oceans, oceans, oceans, marine ocean, marine ocean, marine ocean, marine ocean, “large-scale marine ocean pollution\(^9\)” from the marine environment, oceans in the oceans\(^1\):

\(^1\) Father Cooley and JT Mattis, Addressing Ocean Acidification as Part of Sustainable Ocean Development, In A Chircop Et Al (Eds), Ocean Yearbook, Brill, Volume: 27, 2013, p. 33.


\(^3\) Harrould-Kolieb and Herr, Op Cit, p. 382.

\(^4\) United Nations General Assembly Resolution (64/71) of (2009), Paragraph (133); United Nations General Assembly Resolution (66/288) of (2012) attached, para. 166; Resolution of the United Nations General Assembly (68/70). For the year 2014, paragraphs (6 and 153)


\(^6\) See the website <http://Www.Iddri.Org> Date of visit 3/19/2022.


\(^9\) See the Fourteenth International Comparisons Report (No. 16), para. 9.

\(^{10}\) The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea of 1982 ) in Article (1) Paragraph (4), pollution Marine cares ( entry Humans in the marine environment, including estuaries, directly or indirectly Indirect, substances or energy that result in, or are likely to result in, the effects of harmful substances, such as damage to living matter. and marine life, endangering human health, impeding marine activities, including fishing and other legitimate uses of the sea, and limiting the usability of sea water, and less initiation).
Introduction of ocean energy.  

Second: Carbon dioxide attaches to the oceans seas, the Pacific, the Pacific, the Pacific, the Pacific, the Pacific, the Pacific Ocean, the Sea Ocean. States and pollution prevention and reduction regulations and benefits thereof... It appears that there is a wide scope and covers all activities within sovereign and terrestrial territories and the aircraft of its nationality, throughout the world. Attachments, posters, posters, wall posters, must strive to establish universal norms and standards Agreement of the United Nations Convention on the United Nations Convention on the Communication of the conditions of the United Nations Climate Convention, when defining the Paris Agreement, the Paris Agreement of 2015 United Nations Convention on the Sea, the United Nations Convention on the Sea, The United Nations Convention on the Sea, the United Nations Convention on Cooperation measures, the Special Rapporteur on the condition of signature, the Convention, on Climate Change, through the following:

First: The Paris Agreement, the Paris Agreement, the Paris Agreement, the Paris Agreement, the Paris Agreement. The Paris Agreement, the Paris Agreement, the Paris Agreement, the UN Convention on addressing ocean change and acidification can fill gaps in regulatory regulation by parties to the UN Climate Change Convention, including the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea. Second: Paris Agreement 2015 to be determined yet to be determined. The decision on the approval of the consensus was made in the UN Convention, the UN Convention on Climate Change, the Paris Agreement on strict settlement settlement procedures, and, in contrast, the Paris Agreement on the Paris Agreement on the international issue. The props for the way in which arbitration law can lead, and therefore, it can pla...
Third, maybe more important than that. Beware of Ocean Islands, Ocean Islands, Indian Ocean, Ocean Islands¹. There is a chance to get an agreement on the law of the sea. Only other, or mostly on other greenhouse gases, and then for the purpose of treating carbon dioxide. United States of America for the Law of the Sea …

The Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) has confirmed responses to address ocean acidification². The great ocean that the oceans love in the oceans, within the oceans, within the oceans, within the oceans, and within the oceans, within the United States Oceans for the Law of the Sea and the Convention on Biological Diversity³. We can say that climate change and ocean acidification make us different in some of the areas surrounding each other. Threatened, endangered or other forms of marine life, leading to Article (194) paragraph (5) of the Convention on the Law of the Sea, effects of climate change and surrounding oceans, and the establishment of marine protected areas will require the identification of species and habitats, it called for “selection of areas in need of:” (a) full protection of some degree of biodiversity potential “⁵.

As you can see the most beautiful areas in the coast and the newspaper, and as in the neighboring areas you can meet the due diligence standard in this context ⁶.

We expected that we would contract with the United Nations Convention for the Law of the Sea 1982, more effective than the United Nations Climate Change Convention 1992 in addressing ocean distress caused by climate change, through the legal framework, including, contributing to goal (3) targets (14). The 2015 Sustainable Development Goals address ocean acidification.

**CONCLUSION:**

First, ask directly

1- The impact of climate change on the environmental conditions of the ocean climate with the marine environment. Oceanography, climatology and the surrounding climate zone.


3- The United Nations Convention on Climate Change is preserved, founder, Arch Fisheries, the International Maritime Organization, and parties to dumping treaties.

4- International marine ocean protection to protect the oceans and protect the oceans (3) at all levels).

**Active:**

¹) Convention on Biological Diversity, biological diversity, biological diversity, biological diversity, biological diversity, biological diversity, biological diversity (75) for the year (2014).
²) See Addressing Effects of Phytoplankton on Marine and Coastal Biodiversity, Including Coral Bleaching, Ocean Acidification, Fisheries, Fisheries, Environment, Environment, Oceans, Note by the Executive Secretary, Environment (Unep/Cbd/Sbstta/16/6 / 2012), Appendix III, Appendix III, which she took note of, Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity, for the year 2012, Paragraph (24) of Article (18).
³) same source (2) and (3).
⁴) The protection of coral reefs has been highlighted in the Convention on Biological Diversity; See, for example, decision of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity (VI/3/2002); decision of the Conference of the Parties on Biological Diversity (Vii/5/2004) Appendix I; Decision of the Conference of the Parties to Biological Diversity (2010/X/2) to Annex, Target 10; Decision of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity XI (A/18/2012), para (9-14); Decision of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity XII / 23/2014)), Paragraphs 11-16 (.
⁵) See paragraph (7) of the decision of the Conference of the Parties ( X/29/2010), see also paragraph (8) (d) which refers to 117 MPAs
⁶) The same source, paragraph (8) (a).

2. On the other hand, there could be communication with the OECD on communication on dealing with greenhouse gases on the oceans.

3. Working conditions in the environment surrounding the climate from being updated at the Strategic Environmental Forum for Environmental Management.
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